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Moore urges athletic financial reform
three-put serin on the MAC plan,
which represents in attempt by
several Mid-American Conference
schools to
financially reform
intercollegiate athletics.
By Dan Garfieid
Asst. Sports Editor
University President Hollis Moore
Jr., leader of a move by the
MidAmerican Conference (MAC)
toward athletic financial reform, said
he has become optimistic about the
chances for approval of the MAC
plan by the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA).
Until last week Dr. Moore said he
was pessimistic about the plan's
chances. But he since has learned
that the NCAA council responsible
for accepting and revising legislation
for the NCAA conventions had
accepted the MAC resolution
without revision.
DR. MOORE, a front-runner in
getting
other
institutions'
administrators involved in the
legislative process of athletics.

An
Independent
Student
Voice

presented the grants-in-aid-basedon need resolution to more than 300
delegates at a special NCAA
emergency convention in Chicago
during August.
Dr. Moore said MAC commissioner
Fred Jacoby was instrumental in
getting valuable advice from NCAA
officials on what procedures would
work best at the August convention.
The best way for the plan's
presentation, the league decided,
would be a two-step process.
"The first step was to test the plan
by getting a resolution to authorize a /
study of the plan before the next
NCAA meeting rather than present
the plan itself."
This two-step process. Dr. Moore
said, would give the MAC more time
to iron out the differences between
the larger Division I to the smaller
Division 111 institutions.
WHETHER THE the plan would
win acclaim or be ridiculed was not
the main concern of the MAC. Dr.
Moore said.
The MAC plan, according to Dr.
Moore, was not accepted with
outgoing arms and a bouquet of roses
at the Chicago special convention.

But
despite
an
occasional
discontented delegate. Dr. Moore
said he learned this concept of
grants-based-on-need
is
now
employed by the Ivy League and at
one time was considered by the Big
Ten.
"Much of the rhetoric negative to
the plan is coming from people who
worked in the Big Ten at the time
and are saying. "We tried it and it
isn't any good." Dr. Moore said.
"ONE FELLOW from one of the
Southwest
Conference
(Texas-Arkansas states) schools said
it would cost him more money than
it would save him. 1 don't even know
how he arrived at that. 1 don't think
he really did it by any mathematical
means." Dr. Moore, a Baylor
University graduate, said jokingly.
DR. MOORE said he first sensed
opposition to the MAC plan at the
NCAA special convention in August.
But last week at the special NCAA
committee meeting considering the
plan. Di. Moore said he had to point
out the purpose of the meeting in
order to clear the air of the
participants' biases.

"The (NCAA) council is a big
organization.
And
like
any
organization,
it
establishes
committees-ad hoc committees- to
do its work. What we really were
doing was doing the council's work.
"In fact, I had to keep reminding
some people on the committee who
were
opposed
to
the need
principle-and most of the people
there were opposed to the need
principle-look, it's not our business
to discuss the merit of need, that's
not what we're here for.
" We're here to do the council's
work in presenting a plan,' " Dr.
Moore said. " 'Now let's develop the
best plan we can. You can vote
against it or for it if you want to
later, but let's develop a plan. If we
don't develop a plan somebody else
will have to. We've wasted enough
time and money.""
SAVING MONEY is the basis of
the MAC plan. Dr. Moore explained.
"We would give grants on need
mainly," Dr. Moore said about the
MAC plan. "In Chicago, we came out
with a combination package of both
talent and need which we hope
would satisfy more people.

"Actually, that's not unlike what
we do here on our campus in other
areas. We give talent awards in music
and theater related to instructional
fees. And if they have sufficient
need, the students get room and
board or whatever amount they can
demonstrate the need for.
"What you really have is an
'expected family contribution.' Like
anything else that depends on
bureaucracy, it has its limitations.
But it's the best thing we thought of
so far," Dr. Moore said.
"1 WORKED OUT an example the
other day. but these are round
figures. Right now our combined
instructional fees are about $800.
Our board and room runs about
$1.200. So let's say the total cost is
$2,000," Dr. Moore estimated.
"Let's suppose for a moment the
expected family contribution turns
out to be $500." he suggested.
"What we do under our adopted plan
is to award an $800 grant (talent
grant). The family contributes $500
and the need becomes $700. This is
where the MAC plan comes in."
This need of $700 probably can be
taken care of by a combination of
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OIG's (Ohio Instructional Grants) or
federal program monies.
"Now if this is a normal situation,
the savings to Bowling Green it 60
per cent." Dr. Moore said.
PART OF
such as this.
shift much
financial aid
governments.

the
Dr.
of
to

reason for a plan
Moore said, is to
the monies for
state and federal

Dr. Moore said that on the average
the savings probably will not be
around the t>0 per cent figure.
Nevertheless, Dr. Moore said the
philosophy of the MAC plan is to
take some of the cost burden out of
the hands of the student.
He also said the farther the bill
advances in rank of NCAA divisions,
the less likely it will pass.
"I think as you move up, it
becomes less likely to be passed. I
think Division III may very well pass
it. Division II 1 don't know.
"Well (the University) vote on if
with the other 130 institutions
(Division I) 1 am concerned over who
these people are that are representing
the institutions and casting the
votes." Dr. Moore said.
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Ford back to politics
WASHINGTON
(AP) - President
Ford set out yesterday for another
political
appearance
despite
Democratic criticism that he's paying
too much attention to politics and not
enough to the economy.
The
President scheduled a
one-stop flight to Hartford. Conn.,
where he was trying to help the state
Republican party out of its political
and lin.iiii.il troubles.
Security
was tight
for the
President's visit, with 125 Hartford
city policemen and an undetermined
number of state troopers assigned to
protect him.
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Laura Knudson. freshman (A&S), and Karen Hoy, freshman (A&S). take advantage
of the recent Indian Summer warm sunshine by making contour drawings outdoors
for an art fundamentals class. (Newtphoto by Lance Wynn)

THE TRIP, including a VIP
reception and fund raising dinner with
Ford as the keynote speaker, was
billed as a strictly political trip with
the party paying expenses.
Meanwhile,
Democratic
party
chairman Robert S. Strauss called on
Ford to fire his economic advisers,
saying "the same old Nixon crowd is
minding the store."
Strauss also said Ford spends too
much time worrying about a possible

South Vietnamese jobless

Refugees put on welfare
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP)- "We left
Vietnam dreaming of a new life, now
we are hungry." says one of 90
refugees who were brought here to
train for jobs but now find themselves
candidates for the welfare rolls.
The refugees are mostly former
South Vietnamese military officers
who arrived in Oakland on Sept. 17
after leaving the Camp Pendleton,
Calif., relocation center.
The plan to train them for jobs ran
amok because it was designed for
people who spoke English, and it
turned out most of the refugees do
not. Now. a $40,000 grant for their
support is running out.
"WE CANT send them back to
Camp Pendleton," said John Whalen, a
San Francisco lawyer helping handle
the
grant
from
the
Tolstoy
Foundation of New York. "Once
they're ^(the refugees)' out, the
government won't take them back. So
we're asking Alameda County welfare
to put them on the rolls."

Weather
Cloudy and cooler today through
tomorrow with a chance of showers
or thundershowen today with highs
in the low 70s and lows tonight in
the low 50*. Highs tomorrow in the
60*. Chance of rain 40 per cent
today and 20 per cent tonight.

One of the refugees. Dang Phung.
had hoped to get a job as a security
guard. "We can't go back to Vietnam
because
of
the
Communist
government," he said. "The American
people have been so nice we thought
we'd make good together. But right
now we've been hungry for the fifth
time since coming to Oakland."
Whalen said the refugee training
program here was supposed to involve
60 bachelors "i.jent in English, ready
for training." Instead, he added, some
of the "bachelors" turned up with
families and children, creating room
and board problems
The training was to prepare them

for employment as security guards
under the guidance of Gordon
Jacobson of the Urban Security
Services of San Francisco.
Jacobson said he was assured the
refugees could handle English, but
found that only one in three spoke the
language.
"THERE IS just no way we can get
them jobs without that," he said.
Whalen said only $2,000 remained
of the foundation funds obtained in
three grants in September and
October. Most of the money has gone
for food and administration, he said.
One refugee family did not share
the despair of most refugees. The

family was "adopted" by students at
Serra High School in San Francisco
Bay from Oakland.
Pham Hong, his wife, Lee. and their
1-year-old son were greeted by
cheering students at San Francisco
International Airport when they
arrived Monday from Los Angeles.
The idea for the adoption project
came
from
the
Rev.
Albert
Vucinovich, a faculty member who
was stationed at Camp Pendleton as a
Navy chaplain last summer.
Father Vucinovich said 400 of the
700 students pledged $1 a month each
to the family and many volunteered to
help them learn English.

CLOSE SAID that small articles
such as rocks, bottles and tomatoes
usually are- thrown, but incidents of
larger objects being hurled from the
overpasses have been reported.
"A couple of years back, someone
threw a tombstone at a Greyhound
bus. Luckily it missed the driver. If it
would have hit him, we probably
would have had forty dead people on
our hands," Lt. Close said.
According to Lt. Close, most
injuries are due to broken glass from
shattered windshields, but accidents
can occur even if the car is not hit
directly by a falling object.
. "Seeing an object coming down at
his car may cause a driver to become

startled and lose control
vehicle," Lt. Close explained.

THE TRIP was expected to make
up to $125,000 for Connecticut
Republicans.
"This money will enable us to
expand and improve Republican
campaigning efforts and will also help
finance a desperately needed statewide
voter-registration drive," slate GOP

chairman Frederick Biebel, Jr. said.
Tickets to the dinner cost $125
each for about 1,000 contributors
while another group of 1.000 paid $15
to sit in an adjoining room and partake
of "light refreshments."
Republicans
fared
badly
in
Connecticut in recent elections, losing
the
governor's
office,
one
congressional seat and both houses of
the legislature.

Cobkware sales
aimed at campus
By Beckie King
Staff Reporter
A college campus is a prime target
for cookwarc salesmen making sales
pitches to women of marital age, but
Patricia Soltwedel, a home economics
instructor at the University, said ihal
women who are approached by these
peddlers should be sure to consider the
alternatives.
Soltwedel said that companies sell
sets of cookware for as much as $400
when a comparable set could be
bought for as little as $50 in a retail
store.
"There is no doubt that when a
person buys a set of cookware from a
company that it will be quality
cookware, but a comparable quality of
cookware can be bought at one-eighth
of the price," Soltwedel said.
THE
COOKWARE
companies
primarily stick to door-to-door selling.
Many salesmen are college students,
according to Soltwedel.
Soltwedel noted three techniques
used by companies to promote their
cookware. One technique is the offer
of free promotional items such as
china and other gifts with the sale of a
set of cookware.
"Think twice before you buy from
a
company
that offers large
promotional Items to sell their
cookware," Soltwedel said.

Another sales pitch is the claim that
the pans are guaranteed for a life-time.
According to Soltwedel this is not a
strong selling point because of the new
technological advances being made in
cookware which quickly can date
today's merchandise.
MANY
COMPANIES advertise
waterless cooking as a main feature of
their cookware. But waterless cooking
can be done with a good sturdy pan, a
tight fitting lid and low heat,
Soltwedel said.
"Unless you are knowledgable
about cookware it sounds very
believable," she added.
Most
salesmen
are
either
uninformed or misinformed about
their merchandise, Soltwedel noted.
One company said that their cookware
was guaranteed not to stain, pit, warp,
tarnish, rust or chip, but Soltwedel
said that that was the characteristic of
the specific metal used, not of that
particular cookware.
About two-thirds of the students in
Soltwedel's household equipment
classes had been contacted by such'
companies, Soltwedel said.
Soltwedel recommended that future
brides buy a good inexpensive set of
cookware to begin with, and to try a
"variety of pans in different materials
to see what they like."

Inside
the News.
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Watch for falling rocks
By Renee Murawski
Staff Reporter
What do black cats, things that go
bump in the night and highway
overpasses have in common? They
could all bring bad luck during the
Halloween season.
The State Highway Patrol has issued
a statement warning motorists of the
increasing hazard of objects being
thrown from overpasses onto highway
traffic below, an occurrance that
becomes more common with the
approach of Halloween.
According to Walbridge Highway
Patrol Lt. Ray Cloae, the objects
usually are thrown by juveniles as a
Halloween prank.

election challenge from former
California Gov. Ronald Reagan.
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ACCORDING to Lt. Close, highway
overpasses are under aerial surveillance
during the day, but this does not
prevent many incidents since most
objects are thrown after dark.
Lt. Close said that anyone
witnessing persons throwing objects
from overpasses should contact the
highway patrol immediately.
Motorists whose cars are equipped
with citizens' band (CB) radios are
requested to report any instances of
objects being thrown, or persons
loitering on highway overpasses, on CB
emergency channel 9.

■

The sight of racing machine*
firing around a sharp corner (left) ■
a familiar one at the Watkina Glen
circuit in New York. The Glen and
grand prix racing are featured on
thai week's "Focus" page. At
Watkins Glen, the color of the
Formula one racing can is matched
only by the "colorful" fans that
attend the competitive event. News
photographer
Lance
Wynn
illustrates hat visual and verbal
impressions of that year'* VS.
Grand Prix on page five.
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rha response essential
Students residing in on-campus University housing who directly
are affected by residence hall rules and regulations and who have a
desire to improve or reorganize dorm programming should become
committed to trie newly formed Residence Hall Association's (RHA)
success.
RHA is an organization whose pun >se is to be more responsive to
student needs and problems. According to Ashley Hall Director Rose
Adams, RHA adviser "We want to increase feedback from students
and create positive changes in residence hall life."
Coordinating all on-campus residence hall governments with
representatives from Panhellenic and Interfratemity Councils will
increase the viability of dorm government programs originating with
RHA.
Too often students complain about the way activities are
scheduled in the dorms or the arhount and types of different
programming available. RHA was established to recognize some of
these problems and students with complaints or ideas must take
advantage of this new sounding board.
Student involvement in the form of enthusiastic and reliable
representatives is imperative.
Only with student response and feedback will RHA have an
opportunity to improve upon residence hall conditions.

*ax p/on plays politics
WASHINGTON - They snickered in
the White House when Treasury
Secretary William Simon sat down
before the cameras of CBS Morning
News and said of President Ford's
massive election year tax-cut proposal:
'There are no political considerations
in this decision whatsoever,"
But they didn't believe he could
bring himself to utter such abald-faced assertion. For Bill Simon,
during tht sharp White House debate
for the president's heart and mind, had
been one of the critics of a really big
income tax reduction.
According to other participants, the
Treasury boss not only raised his usual
arguments against extending the
existing tax cut but had crisply told
Mr. Ford that even a small increase for
next year would "look political."
Yet behind the closed doors of the
Oval Office, the basic motivation was
totally political right from the start.
Mr. Ford needed a tax program that
would steal a march on the
Democratic liberals who consistently
out-promise the Republicans.
At the same time, he felt that he

J.F. terHorit

had sensed during his travels around
the country a deep-aooted public
aversion to constantly increasing
federal spending levels - an aversion
that is shared by Democrats and
independents as well as Republicans
among the middle class.
So the new Ford tax plan is the
outcome of those discussions, with the
president and his political advisers
overcoming the traditional economic
conservatism of Simon, Economic
Council Chairman Alan Greenspan,
and consultant Paul McCracken of the
University of Michigan.
WHAT TURNED the tide was the
president's acceptance of the idea,
credited to Labor Secretary John

Dunlop, that the tax reduction be
geared on a dollar-for-dollar basis with
a congressional reduction in federal
spending.
Dunlop, a
reputable
economist with a long record as a
labor-management mediator, had no
trouble selling Mr. Ford's political
operatives on the merits of a trade-off.
White House staff director Donald
Rumsfeld,
counselor
Robert
Hartmann, and others, are convinced
that the Democrats will have to
scramble to catch up.
Stripped to its nub, the Ford
proposal is elegantly simple. It
amounts to telling the public that if
the Democratic Congress will shave
federal spending by S28 billion, the
Republican president will pass on the
savings
to wage
earners and
businessmen in form of tax reductions.
Small wonder that Democraticleaders are sputtering. Mr. Ford has
them over a barrel. He will blame the
Democrats if spending isn't reduced.
And if they perform the surgery and
make possible the tax cuts, the
president will claim the credit.

THE DEMOCRATS will attempt to
checkmate Mr. Ford by demanding
that he suggest which federal programs
'should be drastically slashed next year.
Their assuption is that the" president
will then show his true colors by
proposing cuts in social programs
while leaving defense spending almost
intact.
The Ford assumption is that most
middle-class voters would rather have
the tax cut in their pockets than see it
spent on social betterment projects of
dubious value to them.
And by weighting the proposed tax
cuts by 3 - to - I in favor of individuals
over corporations, the president
probably has increased the palatability
of his suggested 57 billion in tax
reductions for business expansion.
The fact that the Ford tax plan is
highly political may be a virtue.
If nothing else, it puts a razor's edge
on one of the central issues that will
confront the electorate next year
Should the federal government be
allowed to grow even bigger or can it
be pruned back?

reform state tax inequities
By Dale Roe
16390 MermSIRd.
Rudolph, Ohio
Guest Columnist

~-%&sm

Have you checked the new real
estate appraisals at the Court House?
The valuation on the parcels I own
range from 153 per cent to 524 per
cent of the former valuations. You had
better check yours!
What happened to the promises
made before the passage of the State
Income Tax law that the schools were
to be supported by the income taxes?
Is it time for another Tea Party? On
December 16, 1773, 340 chests of tea,
the combined cargoes of three ships,
were dumped into the Boston harbor
by a group of Bostonians disguised as
Indians, in protest to what they called
"taxation without representation."
This was one of the events culminating

capitalism by the chuckle
The first cartoon in The New
Yorker
Album
of
Drawings,
1925-1975. is by Peter Arno. It
depicts a nearly naked young lady
with the big eyes and the bow mouth
of the 1920's opening her apartment
door to a businessman-type wearing a
bowler. "I'm checking up for the
company, Madam," he informs her.
"Have you any of our Fuller Brush
men?"
Men do not wear bowlers anymore,
and at last report the Fuller Brush
Company was, with sales down to less
than half of what they once had been,
chewing up its seventh president in as
many years.
So, besides being inordinately
funny, this anthology (Viking Press,
New York, 1975, $15) reminds you of
many small, once common things that
'ire now true stage props on the set of
the mythical American past which
Pepperidge Farms and Sominex use so
skillfully to sell their products.
The cartoon of the girl and boy
unicorns standing on a rock, staring
off across the rising flood waters at a
vanishing Noah's ark is too sweetly sad
to be lessened by newspaper analysis.
Still, the collection cannot only be
enjoyed but also appreciated as an
inadvertent
discription
of our
upper-middle class over the past 50
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THE DRAWINGS PROVIDE a sniff
of how the top 10 or 15 per cent has
or has not changed, but in a delicate,
unconscious way that statistics,
questionnaires or social history can't
catch.
There is the World War II cartoon of
the ballroom filled with men in dinner
jackets and women in jewels and
evening dresses. The occasion is some
sort of patriotic event, and all are on
their feet, all in distress and all trying
very hard to sing except one woman
whose husband is whispering to her in
harsh
loudness,
"It's
the
Internationale. If you don't know the
words, just mumble."
How better to express the ruling
class ability to absorb the most awful
affronts to its values and turn them to
its own uses?
Another cartoon done years later
shows a graffiti-covered wall on which
are written such slogans as: "Nixon
isn't perfect but who is?" "Patience is
the watchword in dealing with white
folks." A very New Yorkerish couple
are seen studying it as they exclaim,
"Well, 1 must say, this is a heartening
change."
The attitude is of optimistic
confidence. Don't arrest them, don't
oppress them. Channel them into
constructive slogans.
THAT
TINCTURE
of
permissiveness is evident throughout
the full span of the 50 years. Only the
very, very rich are allowed to be angry,
as with the Peter Amo cartoon of the
flashing-eyed dowager in furs inviting
her fellow moneybags to "Come along.
We're going to the Trans-Lux to hiss
Roosevelt." One step down into the
upper-middle class and they don't talk
that way, as you can see If you
contrast the dowager with the Helen
Hokinson ladies-club chairman telling
her bosomy members, "of course, we
must draw some 'sort of distinction
between wishing to overthrow the
government and not liking the present
administration."
Forty years later another New
Yorker cartoonist has done a drawing
of the clubwomen's daughters, now
matronly themselves, passing pickets
urging them to boycott lettuce and
tomatoes, "Well, there goes lunch,"
one woman says to the other.
They adapt, they accommodate.
they blunder and Hubble upon
encountering something new and at
variance
withtheir
complacent
assumptions and assured security.

On mistakenly barging into the
home of a poor American Indian
family, our New Yorker tourist lady in
the wide brim hat apologizes, "I beg
your pardon! 1 thouglit you were
extinct." The point is that, unlike
their counterparts, in some other
countries, these ducks are capable of
learning a little something.
THEY
MEET
change
with
good-natured incredulity, she'll go
along with it but the World War
ll-period young lady in the expensive,
tailored suit has a hard time believing
what's in the letter from her boy
friend in the army so she asks. "Can
they really make a Yale man a
private?"
Later drawings in the book suggest
that the concept of Yale-man-as-private has been accepted, but at the
same time the upper-middle class'i
overall view of society hasn't changed
so much. Many of the costumes and
outward signs have but not the social
order.
>
By the end of the book the wealthy
are less ostentatious and more
informal, but the cartoon themes on
lazy, panhandling bums, taxation and
high church Anglican ministers in
ecclesiastic robes braying orthodoxy
are the same as at the start.
The second-half of the book sees
the rise of the servant problem, but
this must have been a good 50 years

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns Letters
may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300
words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed
pages triple-spaced
The News maintaass the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel
and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the
author's name, address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the
Editor, co The BG News. 106
University (.'all.

for them on balance. They retain their
confidence and the feeling that all's
right with the world save for minor
exceptions
such
as
woman
shareholders asking questions at
annual meetings. "This is the part of
capitalism I hate," one director
whispers to another in the cartoon.
Otherwise capitalism is hunky-dory.
Having arrived unthreatened and
amiable of disposition at the end of
one half-centuty, it remains to be seen
if they will keep their good humor in
the next, but while we wait for that
anthology to be compiled we can
chuckle over this one.
Copyright 1975, The Washington
Post-King Features Syndicate

(genera
branded?
Among the drug arrests in Michigan
and Ohio two weeks ago, was a
University student named Terry
Cooley.
If Cooley is indicted, he will be
suspended from the University,
according to Derek Dickenson.
director of standards and procedures.
Technically, a suspension is not the
same as expulsion, but while a student
is not attending, classes there is not
much difference; and why should a
student be punished at all when he has
not been found guilty of a crime?
An indictment is simply grounds for
a trial. The individual is not even
allowed to have an attorney present
during this questioning by the grand
jury. How can Dickenson base guilt on
this?
And since when in this country is
the accused guilty until he can prove
his innocence? Any type of
punishment, including suspension, is
much too premature based on 'an
indictment.
The young and the old alike of this
country have seen what incidents like
Watergate have done to the individuals
not involved. Anyone related in any
way was instantly branded as guilty
upon their indictments.
What has this done to the lives and
careers of those found innocent? It
should be noted also that the
expulsion from the bar of Haldeman,
Erlichman and Mitchell came after
their conviction by trial, not before.
The.loss of time, expense and the
blemish of Cooley's name will be

in the Revolutionary War in 1775, and
the incident was brought on by the
high tax on tea. which merely
threatened the tea-drinking habits of
the colonists.
We are now under a Ui ^ :iter and
more meaningful threat-the threat of
taxing our land-owning farmers out of
existence. There is no equity in the tax
system in the State of Ohio-why
should the landowners support the
school system with their taxes while
the owners of securities and bank
deposits go relatively free froqi such
taxation?
WASHINGTON 1971 (UPI): "A $2
million, four year study has concluded
that American school financing for the
rich and poor is separate and unequal.
The reliance on property tax not only
puts districts at a disadvantage but also
makes the schools lean on the most
unfair and unpopular tax of all."
In 1973 the tax on intangible
property paid less than one third of
agricultures like earnings. Equal- Rights
Amendment (ERA) Sec. I--Equality of
Rights under the law-Shall not be
denied.
Is there a better barometer for one's
ability to pay than net worth and net
income?
On November 10, 1971 The Plain
Dealer reported: "Martin Essex, state
superintendent of public education,
said part of the reason the legislature
does not provide more aid for schools
is lobbying by Ohio Manufactures
Association, Ohio Bankers Association
and Ohio Chamber of Commerce.
Wood County teachers net income
is 2S0 per cent times that of the net
farm income, yet farms pay 50 per
cent as much tax as all the people in
Wood County.
TAX
INEQUALITY
example-Where the intangibles pay a 5
per cent on their earnings, while

extremely difficult for this University
to justify if he is suspended and then •
found innocent.
Randy Shields
320 Darrow

roommate blues
"You get half of this doset and we
left you two drawers here."
"Oh, there's two bottom drawers in
the other closet." "Your desk"? Well, 1
guess we can share if we have to or
there's always the floor."
This is a typical conversation in
Founders when that unlucky fifth
roommate arrives. There she is having
her clothes in several different spots
and no place to put her books.
My question is why?There is no
excuse for putting five girls in a
four-man room or three guys in a
two-man. Aren't there any regulations
stating that each student living in a
dorm must have his own desk and
closet?
LAST YEAR WE were told that if
five girts remained in the room we
would be reimbursed a certain
percentage of our room and board fee.
You won't find one person who
received that refund.
This year they claim that if the
resident adviser asks if anyone wants
to move out and nobody does, then
the University is not obligated to
refund us.
This doesn't seem fair. Five people
still live in one room sharing four
desks and two closets. It may not be
that someone doesn't want to move

agriculture income was paying 16 and
two thirds per cent. If real estate tax is
increased 20 per cent by the new
appraisal, the intangible tax should be
increased 400 per cent to be equal.
From Facts about Ohio Agriculture
Bulletin L236: Net farm income was 4
per cent on the I 2 and one half billion
dollar investment. US News states
1975 farm income to be down 39 per
cent which would then net a 3 per
cent return on investment. Compare
this to mortgages earning 9 per cent.
The reappraisal based on market value
rather than earnings is not fair.
Vote no on all property tax until all
wealth pays equal tax. The state
income tax is fair. We need to pay
more fair taxes until the government
spends less.
Inflation must be stopped and I
believe this to be a step in the right
direction.
Votes count, money talks, but I still
have faith in the USA. I would be glad
to pay far more than my share and to
go lo court to see -that justice is done.
. Public debt should be on all assets.
not just real estate. "Oh please.don't
touch what is mine . . .only what I
have not." I am willing to pay more
than my share, but I am opposed to
being robbed.
Action. Now! We might not need
another Tea Party, but we do need
concerned citizens with the same kind
of intestinal fortitude as the tea
dumpers.
What can you do?Vote no on all
property tax until the system of
taxation has been changed.
I would be glad to pay for more
than my share and go to court to see
that justice is done-want to help? Call
me.
Call Fanners Union. Grange, NFO,
or Farm Bureau, elected officials, or as
a last resort - me at 686-3526.
Let the facts stand on their own.

out, but they may have nowhere to go.
Why does the University accept
more students than it can house?
Surely, they know just how many
students the dorms can hold. If
openings appear from fall quarter
drop-outs, they can be filled winter
quarter. The housing office was also so
ignorant they put one freshman in
with four sophomores who had
requested to room together.
Obviously, the freshman is going to
feel left out. This happened in my
room along with' many others in
Founders, and I don't see anyone oves
enthused.
Along
with
the
inconvenience of having to wait in the
bathrooms, there are also the hazards
during a Are drill. In cases like these,
15 more people in a hall does make a
difference.
Something must be done about this
overcrowding situation. You may not
think that one more person in these
"large" rooms is really that much of a
problem.
But if you were to visit a five man
room, you would see the limited
arrangements with five beds as
compared to four beds. While you're
there check under the beds and find all
of the stuff stored there because of
lack of closet space.
Oh, and don't forget to look at that
extra stack of books piled in the
comer, and the girl studying on the
floor.
I'd like to hear the voices of some
of the other victims of overcrowding.
Maybe if we speak out now, it won't
happen to you again next year. Just
maybe!
Jackie Pezdir
15 Harmon
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Grad panelists chosen
Representatives from the
Graduate Student Senate
(GSS) were named Friday
to 35 University and three
internal committees at their
first
meeting of the
academic year.
Stanley Swartz, GSS
president, reminded the
representatives
not
to
present their personal views,
but to represent all graduate
students.
Reports of the recent
GSS
elections
were
announced at the meeting.
Vacancies still exist in the
German, chemistry and
sociology
departments.
There also are four of eight
positions vacant on the

Spectators were careful
lo keep their distance
but enjoyed cheering
the action during the
Sigma Phi Eprilon Mud
Tug held Friday. Phi
Delta Theta won the
fraternity
tug, but
Gamma Phi Beta took
sorority honors and
also won the Quagmire
Championship
by
defeating half of the
winning
fraternity
team. (Newaphoto by
Cindi Bloom)

Law and Order Building: a hole three-feel square was blown
out of .i coiner of the Oglala Sioux Tribal Headquarters,
with ihe damage centered in the tribal court chambers of
Chief Judge Thvodore Tibbetls.
The fourth blast was set off at the Nebraska Public
power district substation south of town, damaging its
tiansforiners. Held said.
Tribal Chairman Richard Wilson put Ihe blame for the
explosions on the Ameiican Indian Movement (AIM), citing
threals of such action by AIM.
Wilson's charges were denied by AIM National Director
Clyde Bellecourt in Minneapolis.
The Pine Ridge Reservation was the scene of the killings
of two FBI agents last June and the 1973 occupation of the
village of Wounded Knee.
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Applications are now ¥
Start the school year off right
%*
available for. anyone ¥
interested in being a
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¥
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BOJANGLES:
Back in town by popular demand

ON GENERAL FEE

¥
ALLOCATIONS (ACGFA) ¥
¥
Background information, ¥
¥
screening procedure, and ¥
¥
applications are available ¥
¥
at 405 Student Services.
Applications must be
submitted by Oct. 17.

be yourself
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Stoic

East River Drive
featuring
Reed Madison
direct from Las Vegas
formerly with the Del Rey Trio
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FABLIAI*
1001 S. MAIN ST., BOWLING GREEN
PHONE 352-7571

ncdelii verycnth;
en this
bpecid

GRIEVANCE procedure
books and copies of the
GSS
graduate
student
handbook,
"The
Last
Word" were distributed to
members al the session.
Sw.ni/ also reminded the
body thai the grad student
newsletter will be sent to
each graduate student every
month. Students having
in for ma I ion
for
the
publication were urged to
Contact the GSS office.
The senate was informed

NYC deficit
forecasts high

FBI investigates bombings
PINE RIDGE. S.D. (AP) - FBI agents are investigating
four dynamite bombings that caused an estimated $45,000
damage on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation.
All was reported quiet on the reservation Monday night
as the FBI continued its questioning of residents about the
morning's explosions, said FBI agent Richard Held.
No one was injured in the explosions, which Held said
resulted from sticks of dynamite.
Buildings housing Bureau of Indian Affairs offices
received the brunt of the damages from the bombings. Held
said.
He said Ihe BIA estimated damage to its headquarters at
$20,000. A hole was blasted in the wall of the
superintendent's office in that structure.
A second bomb damaged an unused corner of the BIA

executive committee. These
positions are secretary,
internal
and
external
directors
and
one
member-at-large.

NEW
YORK
(AP) --Mayor
Abraham
Beame says New York
City's three-year operating
deficit of $800 million may
have been eslnnatcd JS
much as $200 million too
high.
Beame will prcscnl Ihis
optimistic revised estimate
to the slate Emergency
Financial Control Board
today the deadline for his
proposals lo slash $200
million from the city's
current budget.

BEAME

Indicated

Monday that he was ready
only with ihe details for
about $50 million of ihe
mandated economies. The
remaining $150 million will
be painted in broader terms.
The $200 million in
budgel cuts is Ihe first step
in
a
state-mandated
three-year
program
to
eliminate the city's deficit
and help restoic investoi
confidence in cily bonds.

The slate watchdog fiscal
group, headed by Gov.
Hugh Carey, has the power
to accept or reject both the
mayor's
proposed
economies and the revised
estimate of the city's
three-year deficit.
THE REVISED deficit
figure, which takes into
account a new three-year
municipal wage freeze and
other austerity moves, was
. disclosed Monday night at a
private meeting of the
Board of Estimate and Cily
Council leadership.
Even if accepted by the
slate noaid, il would nol
affect Ihe $200 million in
OUtl the mayor must make
m ihe current budget.
The
remaining $150
million
in
mandated
economics
would
be
determined
afier
city
agency
heads complete
plans for cuts in their
departments ranging up lo
eiglil per cent.

that three University students
hold executive positions on
the Ohio Association of
Graduate
Student
Organiulions
(OAGSO).
Mike Coffman is president.
Sally
Hobbib
is vice
president and Stan Swart! is
secretary-treasurer of the
statewide organization.
ACCORDING to GSS
Administrative
Assistant
Bonnie Householder, "at
least a dozen schools are
members
of
OAGSO.

Thirty-five invitations were
sent
lo
educational
institutions across the state
lo attend ihe Nov 8 meeting
at Ohio University."
Ideas concerning the
forming of a landlord-tenant
oiganization were briefly
discussed.
Oct. .11. Nov. 21 and Dec
S were sel aside as future
meetings dates for GSS. All
meetings will begin at 10
a.m. with the first two in
Ihe Taft Room. Union and
Ihe third in 100 Hayes Hall.

newsnotes
Nobel prize
STOCKHOLM.
Sweden
(AP) - A
Soviet
mathematician favoiing less Kremlin control over the
economy and a Duich-horn American pioneer in how
best lo use men and machines weic jointly awarded the
l">75 Nobel Pri/c in Economic Science yesterday.
Soviet Profcssoi Leonid Kantoiovich. 6.1. and Tjalling
Koopmans. t>5. o( Yale Universily-wcre cited by the
Swedish Academy of Sciences "lor their contributions
to Ihe theory of optimum allocation of resources."

Interference
TOKYO (AP) - China charged yesterday thai Ihe U.S.
government I refusal to curb activities of Tibclan exiles
in the United Stales constituted "undisguised
interference" in China's internal affairs and a "flagrant"
violation of President Nixon's |<>72 Shanghai agreement
with Premier Chou Fn-lai.
The statement accused the U.S. government of
"connivance it and support of the Tibetan traitors'
activities in the United Slates" because it refused to
close the New York office of an organization of Tibetan
exiles and because il would not ban a U.S. lour Ihis
month by a Tibetan song and dance enscmbcl.

Self-serve

(AP) - Americans arc pumping their own gas
more and apparently enjoying il morc-espccially the
savings and speedy fillups.
Lundbcrg Survey. Inc., an independent reporting
group, says 18 per cent of all service stations now are
self-serve or have separate self-serve pumps.
The firm estimates self-serve accounls for nearly 30
per cent of all gasoline sales.

THE MARINES HAVE LANDED!
15-16 OCT. - UNIVERSITY HALL
SUMMER OFFICER TRAINING
JUNIORS, SOPHOMORES,
& FRESHMEN
NO ON-CAMPUS REQUIREMENTS
AIR-GROUND OR LAW - $900/YEAR

MARINE HELICOPTER AT B.G. 1 7 OCT.
ORIENTATION FLIGHTS SIGNUP 15-16 OCT.
CAPTAIN ROGERS (313)226-7764
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| KROOER MINI MIZER COUPON

issue

Eastlake
Charter
is
manifestation of i new
distrust of democracy and
democratic
processes
in
favor of an elitism that

M. CNeil Co. (citizenship required>-December and
March
grads
only.
Junior
executive
trainee
(merchandising): B/marketing or retailing.

signing up.

Amoco Ofl Co. (citizenship or permanent visa
required)-Sales
trainee:
B/business. '
marketing
management.

BUSINESS
Oct. 27
Burdines-Merchandise management, buying and store
management: B or M/any major.
Lincoln
National
(citizenship
required)-Various
positions utilizing both bus. adm. and computer science

in this case

By Paul Orahoski
The
American
sign
language
of
the
deaf-otherwise known as
Psychology
324 - is
a
valuable course for students
who plan to work with the
deaf upon graduation.
Dr.
Harry
Hoemann,
associate
professor
of
psychology and the course's

Oct. 31

Ocl28

Connecticut Mutual
Life Insurance (citizenship
required)--December and March grads only: Sales

Burdines-See above.
S. S. Kresge Co.-Management trainee: B/math,
English, bus. adm.. economics, management, sociology,

management trainee: B or M/business or liberal arts.
Coopers and
Lybrand-Staff accountant:
B or
M/accounting. MBA with one or more accounting
courses willing to meet CPA requirements.

liberal arts.

instructor
said
that
a
student should be able to
communicate
fairly
well
with a deaf person hy using
sign language after taking
the course.
"The idea for the course
came from the outside." Dr
Hocman
said.
Some
students who knew he was
familiar with sign language
asked Dr. Hoemann to teach

a course in sign language.
Dr. Hoemann said.
The class started nearly
six years ago as an informal,

the course Psychology 440.
It was taught under that
tide for three years.
The course has since been

helpful in teaching the class
Dr. Hoemann said.

non-credit
course,
Dr.
Hoemann said, "but then
students wanted to get
credit for it."

changed to fcychology 324
and is taught one quarter each
year for four hours credit.

deaf woman from Toledo,
to come in and model for
the class. Soncrant, editor

AFTER TWO years' as a
non-credit
class.
the
University formally named

Nearly 90 per cent of the
persons taking the course
are
students
in
special
education.
speech
or
psychology, Dr. Hoemann

ECMLEri
AI EKI EXPANDING AWARENESS:
"
NEW WAYS OF KNOWING!
A two-day conference, Nov. 1-2, 1975, at the

Doz

James Fadiman. Al Chung-Liang Huang, Janet Lederrnan,
George Leonard, liana Rubenfeld, and Will Schultz

Coca Cola or Sprite Quarts

ACTIVITIES ARC:a combination of discussions, lectures, and experiences
including: Encounter Microlab; The Alexander Technique (Mind/Body
Awareness); Beyond the Battle (relationship between men and women);
The Rolf Method of Structural Integration and a Guided Daydream;
Universal Centering and Energy Awareness; Transpersonal Psychology
and Altered States of Consciousness; Gestalt: Theory and Practice; Men in
a Changing World (The Liberation of the Male); The Beginning of Health;
Integral Medicine; The Essence of T'ai Chi; and The Body and the

FOR
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND
REGISTRATION MATERIALS:
contact
The University of Michigan Extension Service, Conferences & Institutes,
412 Maynard St., Ann Arbor. Ml 48104; Telephone (313) 764-5304

99

2% LOWFAT
MILK
1 Limit 1 With Coupon I *6 Additional Purchase
I. „, a~. anna ecuaiallai aweOemCuum WMi H»aliaaa»w—~«-»
LIMIT ORE COUPM Pf* FINiM
Prlcaa good Mon., Oct. 13, 1975 thru Sun,, Oct. 19, 1975
at Kiogar in Bowling Giaan. Subiact to appllcabla itata and
I taxai. _ KROOER MINI-MIZER COUPON I
Plain Or Iodized

MORTON
SALT
Limit 1 With Oaapaa I 'I additional Purchaio
u>e*M a** ***»• > Clgariaiai AiwIOaTeat Cieaiaiii Wria »«**aaii llaea*Wa*a»ie

LIMIT

advisor)' committee of the
Toledo hearing and speech '
ccn'ei.

To induce learning Dr.
Hoemann shows the class
video tapes of models using
sign language. The video
tapes
are
very
useful
because they can he shown
over and over again in the
classroom. lie said.

NOT ONLY has the class
taught many students how
to communicate in sign
language.
it
also
has
"stimulated the production
of instructional material to
teach the deaf with." Dr.
Hoemann said.
Hoemann

and

compiled a set of
cards with signs
that are used to
deaf These cards

tape a person who has
served as an interpreter for
the deaf and anothei person
who has taught parents of
deaf students. These models
were taped at the studios of
WBGU-TV and are very

already have been published
by the National Association
of the Deaf. Dr. Hoemann
said.

*33,500,000
Unclaimed
Scholarships
Over S33.500.0O0 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from S50 to S10.000 Cut rent list of
these sources researched and compiled as of S>pt 15. 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

oat eaaraa m Fia m .

Plica* good Moo.. Oct. 13, 197S thru Sun., Oct. 19, 1975
at Krogar In Bowling Oraan. Subiact to appllcabla itata and

G I am enclosing $9.95plus SI 00 for postage and handling.
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of
"The
Signal,"
a
publication for the deaf, is a
member
of
the
deaf

said.

DR. HOEMANN has on

Energy Body

Tin

Each year Dr. Hoeman
tries to get Julie Soncrant. a

Dr.

C.tn
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Latrobe Steel Co. (citizenship required)-Field sales
person: B/marketing-selling and sales.
Sirouss
Department
Store
(citizenship
rcquired)--Assistant bayer trainee: Any degreed persons
interested in a career in retailing.

degrees.

The Univortity of Michigan and Etalon Inttituto present

EGGS
Limit 1 With Coupon I '5 additional Purchase
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Oct. 29

Sign language aids students

STAFF:

aat

attacked by Forest City
Enterprises, whose plans for
a high - rise apartment failed
to secure the necessary 55
per cent majority.

Sign-up will be tomorrow from 4-5 p.m. for school
schedules and Friday from 3-4 p.m. for non-school
schedules (including business, government agencies and
graduate schools) in the Forum, Student Services Bldg.
A standard placement data sheet must be turned in
for each organization with which the interviewee is

• Michigan Inn, Southfield, Michigan

S.CTXBaar Wfca » CH»ami«— O+m Cm»m■"»«»awHm.nl.

considers itself a wiser guide
for
the
solution
of
economic
and
social
policies."
The
ordinance
was

Job placement sign-up set

In briefs Tiled with the
Supreme
Court,
the
ordinance was attacked by
developers as a
"choke
collar against change" and
defended by the city as a
safeguard
against
elitist
! decision making.
"The

|B KROGER MINI MIZER COUPON III
Plue Deposit

■ ■ KROGER MINI MIZER CC
White I

The
court
will
hear
arguments on a decision of
the Ohio Supreme Court
that the ordinance, adopted
in
Eastlake,
Ohio,
is
unconstitutional.
The
measure
was
approved by Eastlake voters
as an initiative in 1971. It
requires
55
per
cent
approval in a referendum
for any ordinance making a
change in land use.

transcends
zoning,"
attorneys for the city said.
"The
assault
on
the
referendum
process
provided
for
by
the

EASTLAKE is one of 17
communities
in
the
Cleveland area which have
adopted similar restrictions.

KROGER MINI MIZER COUPON I
Aaaortad Varieties Kroger

SLICED
LUNCHMEATS"'"

WASHINGTON (AP) -The Supreme Court today
agreed
to
review
the
constitutionality of a city
ordinance subjecting zoning
changes to popular vote.

HOWARD'S

<
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A "bogger" leads cheers from atop the burned hulk of a Cadillac convertible.

focus

Watkins Glen-'boggers,' racers
Watkins Glen. To thousai.ds of road
racing fans throughout Ncth America,
the name means an opportunity to see
the elite of automobile racing
competition, the Formula One World
Championship drivers and cars.
A tiny village on the southern tip of
Seneca lake in south<entral New
York, Watkins Glen is descended upon
by more than 100.000 racing fans each
year during the first weekend in
October.

i

*

*

».

Ronnie Peterson (S), Jochen Mass (2) and Jody Scheckter (3)
round a turn as fans watch from the hillside and tree branches in
the background.

THEY COME to see the U.S. Grand
Prix, the last in a series of Formula
One contests that begin in January and
are held in 14 different countries
throughout the world.
Fall comes early in New York, and
most of the trees which surround the
race trick have reached their full
autumn colors by the time of the race.
The reds, oranges and yellows of the
woods provide a vivid contrast to the
blue waters of Seneca Lake and the
brightly-colored racing machines.
The race track itself is a 3.3-mile
ribbon of asphalt which follows the
contours of the countryside as it winds
up and down hills and through
wooded areas.
Tall trees on the outside of turns
and in the center of the course provide
excellent viewpoints, and as practice
and qualifying began two Saturdays
ago, the tree branches were often filled
to overflowing with agile spectators
and cameramen.
As at any race, a number of people
came only to drink wine and beer and
have a good lime, and many of the
drinkers snoozed on grassy hillsides as
the powerful Ford and Ferrari engines
shrieked by with a high-pitched whine
on the straights and slowed to a low,
crackling nimble through the turns,
TOWARD late afternoon, one only
had to glance at the sky over the
center of the racing circuit to know
that "The Bog" ceremonies were in
progress, as a column of thick, black
smoke rose from a burning Cadillac
convertible.
The Bog is an open, muddy field
where a rowdy group of fans and
beer-drinkers, called "boggers," use
every race as an opportunity to bum
an assortment of automobiles. T-shirts
showing picture of a huge, muddy

Austrian driver Niki Lauds blasts hit Ferrari down a long straight en route to first place.

hand grabbing a car and bearing the
words "The Bog Wants You!" arc sold
at the track concession stands.
At last ycar"s grand prix race, the
boggers became carried away with
their antics and burned a Greyhound
bus, 11 cars and two pickup trucks. As
a result of thai incident, the track
management
declared
that
the
activities in The Bog aica would no
longer be allowed to continue. And
this year's race program promised the
fans that any disturbance in the area
of The Bog would be quickly and
efficiently dealt with by the Glen
security forces.
But while four cars mcl a fiery end
in The Bog on Saturday this year, the
law officers remained far removed
from the scene.
THE BOG is one place where a
person can acl like some form of
animal and no one will mind. Even a
savage lion would have been ignored as
the boggers danced nearly naked atop
the hood of a burning car. laid in pools
of muddy water and guzzled beer
while staging boxing matches in a
human ring while spectators poured
wine over their heads.
Race day morning brought more
sunny weather, and The Bog was
forgotten as the start of the race
neared. Some of the fans stood four
and five deep along the fences, while
others relaxed on the hillsides. The
tree people found a comfortable
branch for race viewing.
Niki Lauda, an Austrian driver who
had already won four grand prix races
and the
1975 World Driving
Championship before coming to
Watkins Glen, was on the pole and the
heavy favorite to win the race. The
contest shaped up as a nose-to-tail
battle between Lauda and Brazil's
Emerson Fittipaldi, last year's World
Driving Champion.
But Lauda's Ferrari teammate, Cray
Regazzoni,
successfully
blocked
Fittipaldi and allowed Laud? to cruise
home unmolested for the win.
The crowd cleared quickly after the
race, leaving one young boy still asleep
In the top of a tall pine-tree. Lines of
can stretched for miles through the
New York countryside as the racegoers
began the long trip home, perhaps
already thinking about next year.

A "satisfied" fan sleeps it off on one of the Glen's grassy hillsides.

Newsphotos and story
by Lance Wynn

A tree provides a good vantage point for an agile race watcher.
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Great Scot

Bee Gee Bookstore
1424 E. Wooster
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ACROSS
FROM HARSHMAN
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Houston

D

Miami (Fla.)

Notre Dame

I
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D

Air For

Tennessee

vm

F-S 4 JOPM- J 00 AM

FREE DELIVERY

n-

Texts Tech

Arizona

□

LEVI'S

203 N. MAIN

Arkansas

Taxas

FOREIGN CAR
SERVICE
|__

DORSEYS DRUGS

□.

Missouri

Washington

□

LINDONS
OPEN 24 HOURS
Luncheon Special
Breakfast Special
MidnTte Special 12-8
CARRY OUTS'
,

Oklahoma

□7

■..

i

Kansas State

U

HOWARD JOHNSON'S
1630 E. Wooster
Open
9-1 Tu«s. thru Sot.
Happy Hours doily 4-9
Entertainment Begins Tuesday
featuring contemporary guitarist
GARY SWANINGER
THE GOOD OLD DA YS ARE BACK
THE SHADY LADY SALOON
Ohio U.

|_J it

Miami

|_J

□

Junior Department

REVERSIBLE
SLICKERS
9.99
139 S. Main St.
Bowling Green
312-3565

FAST PHOTO SERVICE
FILMS AND BULBS

□.

Colorado

LASALLE*S

500 E. Woosfer
"By f/ie tracks"

Stanford

Alabama

Wtstern Michigan

fa2: Tolado

□-

D

□

Oct. 20

The Flowerhouse
428 E. Wooster
353-1045
BOUQUET SPECIAL
9 Sweetheart Roses and 9 Daisies
Baby s Breath and Greens
4.50 CASH AND CARRY
5.00 DEL. IN TOWN
OUR DOOR'S ON WOOSTER
Minnesota

Ballots will be tabulated by members of the Kappa
Fraternity, AH decisions of the judges are final.

Sigma

Ail entries must be in the B.G. News office by 5 p.m. of the
Friday preceding the games. This is a free contest open to all
persons except employes of the participating sponsors, members
of the Kappa Sigma Fraternity «no B.O. News employes.

Bowling Groen

Pittsburgh

|_J at

Army

|__|

DISHOP MOTORS
SCOTTI
MUFFLERS
100% guarantee
on all work

□«

Auburn

Tom Carrys
319 Paarl St.

- 1st Place

Scott Romker
5090 Portage Rd.

-2nd Place

Robin Innes
Haven House No. 17

J

3rd Place

PICK THE SCORE
VS
N.Y. JETS

MIAMI

DAIRY QUEEN
E. Wooster St.
HOURS Mon - Saf
70:30 a.m. Midnite
Sunday
11:30 a.m.- 11:30 p.m.
Homemade Soup

□-

□

OPEN ALL YEAR
Tulane

Georgia Tech

THE HUTCH
PET SHOP
SAVE YOUR MONEY!
The HUTCH is about to
have a
SUPER TANK SALE!

Wast Virginia

AQUA HUT
521 S. PROSPECT ST
Bowling Green. Ohio

352-5128

BGSU SCUBA STUDENTS:
you are eligible for discounts on
MASK, FINS, & SNORKEL!

TUESDAYS ARE '10% OFF DAYS1
for students with ID's o' a copy of this ad.
PHONE 352-8459
Iowa

LJ •«

Indiana

LJ

A
. stock
in^merica.
Join the Payroll Savings Plan.
Penn State

LJ at

Sy racuse

532 EAST WOOSTER
BOWLING GREEN, OHIC

□

the

□ .,

forms

(CONGRATULATIONS! ,
Last Week's
#:
Football Contest
Winners Are:

OPEN MONDAY
THRU SAT.

Give your sweetheart flowers for
SWEETEST DAY

Michigan Stats

Each contestant n permitted only one entry. Entry
reproduced electronically are not acceptable.

Starts Oct. 1 9, thru Nov. 1

CROSS* MEN'S WEAR
147 N. MAIN ST.
BOWLING GREEN
Iowa State

Mark in "X" in the SQuare opposite the team you believe will
win. if a game ends in a tie and you select one of the teams as a
winner, it will count as a loss in your total. However, if you
designate a tie and the game ends in a tie. 11 will count in your
"win" column.

W11 •. MAM. ■OWUNO 0MEEN. O.

LEVI'S
Kansas

in case of a tie trie person selecting closest points to trve actual
outcome of the designated professional game is determined the
winner.

sJQ^nney

525 N. MAIN

•YOUR LEVI CAMPUS STORE'
Kant State

at

18036 N. DIXIE HIGHWAY

THE DEN
[__] it

□

NEWMANS MARATHON

NEW CORDUROYS
AND DENIMS

Bowling GrMn

88Cdozen
□
□

Jacket and Jeans
only 14.99

HOUR*
S-T 43OPM-10OAM

•»• IW7M irtM

Prizes of $15, $10, and S5 gift certificate* will be given to the
too 3 persons, respectfully, selecting the most winners from the
22 college games listed above.

2 pc. set

10 12 14 ir

DHL'S JEWELERS
129 S. Main St.

i rooo stem

Pre-washed
Cotton Denims

JztsanAs

It's beautiful.
And smart.
Just like she is.
A Lady Seiko Watch

HALL.

PENNINGTON
GLAZED DONUTS

353-2252

PHONE

DELIVER TO: B.G. NEWS OFFICE 106 UNIVERSITY

ANTHONY HOUSE

□

• MIKE MOR1N DISC JOCKEY
- ALL NEW DISCO
- LIGHT SHOW DIRECT FROM
NEW YORK •
- LADIES NITE EVERY WEDNESDAY
HARPY HOUR 7-11
- FRIDAY AND SAT. HAPPY HOUR

352-3551
FREEDELIVERY
Kentucky

at

LSU

_Q

* LOCKER ROOM
1.18 8. Main St. Phone 353-6341

We carry Adidas,
Converse,
Nike sport shoes
SEE US FOR ALL YOUR
SPORTING GOOD NEEDS.!

- 1 8 YRS. OR OLDER
Wisconsin

|_J

,l

Ohio Stita

Nebraska

|_J at

Oklahoma State
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Party alternative to Hallo weening

local brief?

By Kevin McCray

Back fo school
The University Center for Continued Learning will
offer a "back to school for women" course Oct. 20-Nov.
17. The course is for adult women considering entering
or returning to college.
It will meet 1-3 p.m. Mondays at the Center for
Continued Learning. 194 S. Main St. Registration costs
$12 and continues through Oct. 15. Women can register
by phoning 37241363 or by visiting the center.

Law grant
A S34.Q37 grant to the University from the U.S.
Department of Justice's Law Enforcement Education
Program (LEEP) will enable area law enforcement
officers to engage in studies toward a college degree.
The gram was. awarded to the University's newly
formed criminal justice program. It will pay an officer's
tuition and mandatory fees so that area law enforcement
personnel can receive additional training, according to
Dr Joseph Balougli. dean of the College of Health and
Community Services.
Interested persons should contact Dr. Edward
Morgan, assistant, dean of the College of Health and
Community Services.

Rape series
A course in rape resistance will be offered Oct.
22-Nov. 19. Five sessions will be conducted by various
instructors from 7:30-9:30 every Wednesday night. Self
defense, legal aspects of rape and the psychology of rape
will he some of the subjects discussed.
The meetings are in 303 Moseley Hall. There is a $4
student lee. For more information call 372-2416.

Beauty pageant
The Miss Petite Bowling Green pageant is set for 6:30
p.m. Oct. 30 in the Bowling Green Holiday Inn. 1550 E.
Wooster St.
Girls 5 feet 3 inches or under, age 17 to 2S married or
single can enter by calling llona Penzes at 686-2778.

Marines
The United States Maiine Corps will be recruiting
today and tomorrow in the lobby of University Hall.
The Marines are looking for candidates to fill positions
as pilots, navigators, infantry officers, artillery officers,
tracked
vehicle
officers,
engineer
officers,
communications officers and supply officers Citi/cnship
is required.

Recruitment
Today and tomorrow recruiters for Action/Peace
Corps/Vista will be in University Hall and the Placement
Office, .<(■(> Student Services Bldg. They are interested in
all candidates, especially those in the areas of business.
health,
apiculture,
industrial
education,
home
economics.-irTnhem.flics. VfcVft^r cuVailorV nursing.
Spanish and French, Cnl/cnslup ii.rciiuiic.-d

Tickets
Due to negligence on the part of the promoter, tickets
for next month's Crosby Nash concert will go on sale
tomorrow instead of today: according to Union
Activities Organization (UAO) director Jon Martin.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

THE CITY government was willing to (hie $200 to the
project but City Attorney John Cheetwood ruled the offer
illegal. Cheetwood said he contacted Don Soliday. chief of
municipal inspections for the state auditor, to get a ruling
on the city donation.
According to Cheetwood, Soliday said that if the
expenditure was made it would be ruled illegal since publicmonies must be spent for the good of the entire
community, which a Halloween party is not. The legal
precedent for this ruling was a finding against the village of
Rossford which had appropriated funds for a Halloween
party.

Ghosts, goblins and jack o' lanterns. Candy, bobbing for
apples and soaping windows. Apples with needles, poisoned
chocolate and popcorn balls with razor blades. These are
the treats of Halloween, or are they the tricks?
The joys of gathering candy from neighborhood doors
and venturing into the darkness of Halloween night soon
may come to an end because of the all too real goblins who
seek to harm or even kill unsuspecting young children.
Renee Lay. 307 N. Enterprise St., is the mother of three
children ages 14, 10 and four. She is organizing an
alternative to the traditional trick or treat for Bowling
Green children. Lay is the coordinator of a Halloween
party and dance for children ages one to 14. The party is
set for 6:30-9:30 p.m. Oct 31 in the Veterans Memorial
Building of City Park.

LAY SAID she believes that most of the community
supports hei party plans. The only negative reaction she
said was from the Promote Bowling Green Committee,
which said that the party would hurt the candy sales of area
meichants.
"It will kill my candy sales." said Roger K.ilimel.
manager of Kroger's. 1044 N. Main St. Rjhmcl said he
believes a party such as the one proposed by Lay never will
replace traditional trick or treat.

"I TRIED to start the party last year but I got shot
down," Lay said. "I got involved with it because I feel
strongly about it."
Lay said she has not allowed her children to go out trick
or treating for the past two years. Her reason is the fear of
her children being given tampered candy for their
Halloween treats.
She said she knows of several unpublicized incidents of
children receiving tainted candy. "Does it take a death of a
child to wake them up?" Lay asked.
Lay and several of her neighbors have solicited donations
from local merchants to help cover party expenses. She said
local merchants have been generous.

Although candy sales at his store are not strong until the
week before Halloween, Rahmel said the sales pace this
year is about the same as last year.
Clay Reed, manager of A & P Food Store, 814 S. Mam
St., said he thought that the party will not he as much fun
for the children as is going out for treats.
"It's a tradition that isn't going to be broken too easily,"
Reed said referring to the practice of trick or treat.

International study grows
When Dr
L. Edward
Shuck began his job as
director of the University's
International Programs ten
years ago. he said that one
of his
goals
was an
expansion
of
the
International Program here.
Since
(hat
time
enrollment has risen from
35 to 155 international
students, and with the
growth in numbers has
come a growth in the
activities
sponsored
by
International Programs.
Dr. Shuck has been the
program's director every
year except 1974. when he
went to Taiwan on a
Fulbrighl
scholarship.
Dorothy Bnckman served as
temporary
director
in
Shuck's absence.
DR. SHUCK serve* at
adviser and counselor to the
foreign
students,
"on
anything
that
foreign ,
students in particular should
be
concerned
with,"
Dunaway said.
International
Programs

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
on the Business Staff.
*
Apply at 106 University Hall by Friday, Oct. 17, 1976
*
***#*#**#*#** ***************

sponsors
several
events
throughout the year. The
largest one, according to
Dunaway,
is
the
International Week, which
usually is in April. "It's very
much a student endeavor."
Dunaway said.
The week includes many
campus-wide
activities
involving Americ.in ;is well
as foreign students. Dunng
last
year's International
Week the ambassador from
Sri Lanka was a guest
speaker.

winch a trophy is awarded.
Dunaway said.
The
World
Student
Association, an independent
student organization that
works with International
Programs,
sponsors
the
International Coffee Hour

ANOTHER ACTIVITY
of the week is a soccer game
between
the
foreign
students
of
Toledo
University and here for

ABORTION

Dan Harkness of the Wood County Health Department
said he was unaware of any record of treat tampering at his
office He said he believed Lay's party was a safe idea.
Harkness said the health department's major concern is that
children be visible to drivers on Halloween night.

Coffee Hour is purely social.
Dunaway said. "People can
rest between classes, have
free coffee and get to know
each other," she said. The
Coffee Hour is hosted by
different nationalities each
week and is open to the
public.

VIRGINIA DRANEVS second graders at Kenwood
Hemenlary School seemed uncertain about the Halloween
party Only six of J.t students said that they definitely
would go to the party, while I 5 said they might g-\
Several children said they would like to go to the party
hut also go trick-or-treating.
Tampered treats were a common experience to several
children But when asked if they thought the party would
he more fun than trick or treat, only three children said
the party would be more fun.

RESEARCH

RADIO 93

Thousands of Topics
Sand lor you. up-todatr IGO
pAqp. mail or*i catalog Endow
SI 00 lo tnvfi pottage and
handling
RESEARCH ASSISTANT.! INC

11377 IDAHO A VE , | 706

$.25°°
TOLL FREE

1NTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL President Jim Hooker
said he was contacted by Lay to help at the party. "We told
her we would do all we could." Hooker said. In the past
years about 123 greek organization members have helped in
town on Halloween night, according to Hooker.

LOS ANGELES. CALIf 900?!>

12131 41IM74

9 a.m.. 10 pm.

Oui research papers art- »ol(l tot
leteetch purposes only

1400 ■> i« i '10

BGSU FOOTBALL
EVERY SATURDAY
WAWR Radio, 93.5 F/M
117 E. Court St.
Bowling Green

The uncompromising ones.

GIB
Of

ON

SIN

The BG News has an opening for an

Advertising Salesperson

A BI-WEEKLY activity.
the Coffee Hour is held in
the basement of Williams
Mall Irom 2-4 p.m. on
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
The puipose of the

REED SAID HIS store's candy sales were it the same
pace as past years.
Great Scot Grocers. 1616 E. Wooster St., is expected to
sell about 100 cases of Halloween candy thia season, said
assistant store manager Ed Tyrrell. An average case weighs
about 25 to 30 pounds.
Lay said she hopes the party is enough of a success to
encourage the mayor to issue a proclamation abolishing
trick or treat on Halloween night.
"I frankly don't think so." was Mayor Charles Bartlett's
response when told of lay's goal.
H
Bartlett said he does not foresee the tradition of trick or
treat ending. Bartlett said he thought the biggest problem
with the party concept was its funding.
City Safely Director Howard Rutter said he had no
knowledge of incidents in Bowling Green involving tainted
candy. He said he believes Lay has a good idea but added.
"In the past we have had no problems to warrant a change
of procedure. However, there's always room for
improvement."
Rutter said his main concern is with traffic safety on
Halloween night and that the city again is depending upon
the University lnteifraternity and Panhellenic Councils for
traffic assistance
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HAMBURGER
PLATTER ZtV

Reg. SI.24

300 L WOOSTER
•OWUNG GtRN

2741 WOODVIlli RD.
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Good Only
October 15

The Hewlett-Packard
HP-25 Scientific Programmable
$195.00*

The calculations you face require no less.

Quarter pound of freshly ground
beef on a toasted sesame seed
bun. cowboy fries and crisp
cole slaw.

$1.00

The Hewlett-Packard
HP-21 Scientific
$125.00*

FAMILY
RESTAURANT

Saddle upfor

Roy Rogers

Family Restaurant.
Yer dern tootin'

Today, even so-called "non-iecrmkal" course* It - display is fully formatted, so you can choose
(psych, soc. bus ad, to name 3) require a vari- Ivrtween fixed decimal and scientific notation
Our HP-25 does all that—and much, much
ity of tectinkil calculations—complicated cal:ularions that become a whole lot easier when more It's programmable which meant H can
uilva automatically the countless repetitive
POU have a powerful pocket calculator.
Not surprisingly, there art quite a few suchl problems every science and en|in*eitn» student
calculators around, but ours stand apart, and IJiCv
With an HP-5J, you enter the keystrokes
ihead We started H all when we Introduced the
eorid's first scientific pocket calculator bock In necessary to solve the problem only once.
Thereafter, you iini enter the variables and!
1972, and we've shown the way ever since.
The calculators you see here are our newest, press the Run/Stop key for an almost instant
ha first of our second generation. loth offer you answer accurate to 10 digits.
More you invest In a lesser machine, by alii
axhnology you probably won't find m competrive calculators for some time to come, if ever. means do two things.: ask your instructors
Our HP-21 performs all arithmetic, log and about the calculations their courses require, and
rig calculations, Including rectangular/polar sec lor yourself how effortlessly our calculators
■musritoni and common anttlof cvakaauont handle them.

Both the HP-JI and HP-15 art alw
certainly on display at your bookstore If net,
call us, toll-free, at BOO-Jli-ytn (la Calif.
HMH »t«) for the name of an HP <
near yon.
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Committee offers grants
By Mary Hi Bins
Staff Reporter
The Fund for Faculty
Development offers grants
to faculty members to help
them pursue interests which
enrich
their
teaching,
according to Dr. Ronald
Stoner, professor of physics
and chairman of Faculty
Development
Program
Implementation Committee
(FDPIC).
About two years ago Dr.
Stoner
said
University
Provost
Kenneth
Rothe
thought there should be
some type of
faculty
development program and
appointed
an
ad hoc
committee to design one.
Presently the Fund for
Faculty
Development is
headed by Dr. Rothe and
FDPIC.
"Since the University is
not hiring very many new
faculty
members,
this
funding is designed to help
the present faculty from
becoming deadheads," he
explained.
"It's to encourage them
(faculty) to do new things,"
Dr. Stoner said.
The range of acceptable
proposals arc varied. "They
may be any tiling from
someone asking for money
to attend a convention
which
he
feels
might
enhance his teaching to
buying a piece of equipment
which might supplement a
class
as
well
as the
University community."
Dr. Stoner explained thai
there are two types of
grants under the funding
program. One is a speed
granl allowing a facully

member
to
submit
a
proposal for a grant up to
$200 anytime during the
year. If the proposal is
approved by the committee,
the money usually is given
to the applicant within two
weeks, Dr. Stoner said.
The
speed
grant
specifically is designed to
help faculty members with
funding ideas connected
with
their
immediate
teaching assignments.
Faculty
Development
Grants are awarded annually
for more extensive and
expensive proposals. Dr.
Stoner explained that these
proposals are not related
necessarily 10 immediate
teaching assignments but
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needed, free room & board.
352-0405.

Circle K meeting Rm. 217 Ed. Bldg.. 8 p.m.
Women tor Women meeting White Dogwood. Union,
6:30 p.m. All women welcome.
Intramural gymnastics South gym. Women's Bldg.,
7:30-9:30 p.m. every Wed. night. All female students
welcome.
Damselles meeting Alumni Rm., Union 8 p.m. Women
grad students & wifes of grad students all welcome.
Walkers for B.G. "Hike for Hunger". Get involved in the
World's biggest concerns Oct. 19. Info, meeting Trinity
United Methodist Church, 200 N. Summit St. Send your
name, address and phone number to Pastor Frank P.
Ellis.
Gay Union meeting Rm. 203 Hayes Hall. 8 p.m.
BGSU Photo Club meeting Rm. 102 Life Sci. Bldg., 7
p.m.
Methods Exper. Project, pre-regist. for Win. Qtr. Rm.
210 Math-Sci. Bldg. 7:30 p.m.
LOST AND FOUND
Cusano. 352-0550.
FOUND: Charm bracelet,
by Howard's Club. 10/9.
Broderick, 336 Apt. C
Buttonwood.

CELERY

"We try to give faculty
members as much freedom
as possible," he said, "since
they know what they need
to help them better than
anyone."
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BGSU Pommerettes meet Rm. 115 Ed. Bldg.. 8 p.m..
Thurs. Oct. 16.

c

The budget for this year
consists of S30.000 from
general University funding
and another SI0,000 from
the President's Fund, which
is supported by alumni and
parent contributions.
Dr. Stoner said he Is
optimistic that the budget
will cover
most of the
proposals.
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KOOL KRISP CALIFORNIA PASCAL

awards
should
be
announced by the end of
this quarter.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE .

CAMPUS CALENDAR

FLORIDA WHITE OR PINK

again would enrich the
faculty
member's
knowledge and thus benefit
students.
Proposals lor larger grants
must include such points as
the
faculty
member's
objectives for the project,
his credentials, reasons why
he believes the project will
benefit himself, his students
and the University, and a
fully explained budgei.
He also is required to
suggest criterion by which
the committee can evaluate
the completed project.
Nov. 10 is the deadline
for
submitting
these
proposals for the Faculty
Development Grants. Dr.
Stoner said that grant

LOST: Checkbook, keys, &
glasses at SOP'S 10/9.
352-8505.
LOST:
Two
rings
in
Life-Sci. Bldg. second floor
girls
restroom.
Call
352-6883. REWARD
LOST: Keys in Carter Park Carol 352-7290.
RIDES
Ride
wanted:
Madison,
Wise. Sat. Oct. 18. Barbara
352-0641 10:30 p.m.
SERVICES OFFERED
Medical College of Ohio
student
available
for
tutoring. 352-4513 ask for
Mike.
Alterations done my home,
480 Lehman Apt. 107, Jan

Talk it over with someone
who cares about you.
Empa-Emotional,
immaterial, pregnancy aid.
Mon. & Fri. 1-3 p.m. Tues.,
Wed.. Thur. 6:30-9:30 p.m..
352-6236.

Need 1 m. rmmte. own
bdrm., $65/mo. Stop in at
339 S. Maple.
PERSONALS
Party Wed. 8-2 Taco's and
Tequila, Howard's.
We service: motorcycles,
auto's, trucks, mufflers.
Dishop Motors 18039 N.
Dixie Hwy.
Phi Delts - When we party,
we party hardy, when we
boogie, we boogie woogie.
Thanks for a great tea.
Love, the Sisters of Phi Mu.
Karen - Congrats to you and
your
"Guy"
on
your
engagement. Lots of love
and luck in the Bond from
your Phi Mu sisters.
The Shady Lady, the Hustle
and the Sigs helped to make
our tea something really big.
We loved it. The Sisters of
Phi Mu.
Taco's
50 cents each.
3-S1.25. Chili 50 cents large
bowl. Wed. 8 p.m. - 2,
Taco's & tequila nite at
Howard's.

Expert typing, reasonable.
352-7305.

Phi Kappa Tau Lil'
Rush. 7-8:30 p.m.

WANTED

VOO-HOO New WHO at
Finder's
Records,
only
$3.99.

WANTED: 1 f. to share 1
bdrm. apt. 352-7043.
Babysitter with car Mon.
thru Fri.. 7:30 a.m. to 8:45
a.m. to get two children off
to school. Belleville area.
$10
per
weak,
plus
breakfast. Call 352-5334.
afternoons.
Am in independent study
program, need slides. Mel,
2-1245.
Babysitter 2:30-5:30 p.m.
on Mon. & Wed.. 2:30-7:30
on Tues. & Thur. Angela
Bell, 831 7th St. Apt. 1
before 2 p.m. If housing

Sis

Stop in at the Mad Artist's
Colony. Pots by dona.
PRESERVE
CREDIBILITY!
Order
your '76
yearbook now. Call The
Key, 2-0086.
Biggest hamburg In town big
beef cheeseburg special you
tell us how to cook it.
FRIENDLY ICE CREAM.
1027 N. Main St.
Fiesta,
Taco's,
Tequila.
Chili, Howard's Wed. 8-2.
Stevens

Studio's

from

Bangor Maine will be on
campus to take senior
pictures from October 20
through
November
14.
Except for one week In
January
when
the
photographer
will
be
returning for retakes. THIS
IS THE ONLY TIME he will
be in Bowling Green. Don't
delay,
make
your
appointment for your senior
picture today. Call THE
KEY
office
for
an
appointment, 3720086.
Sisters, the hunt was great!
Thanks for the pizza and
the great "Spirit" night. The
Alpha Gam Pledges.
Alpha Gams - We want to go
active so very much, your
Pledges.
Doug:
Happy
Birthday!
Sorry I can't be with you to
celebrate!
Tequila and Taco nite. Wed.
8-2 at Howard's.
FOR SALE
1969 TR6 excellent cond.
Good gas mileage - yellow
2/bl. Blufton, 358-2788.
Siberian Huskie Puppies.
125.00
Must
see
to
appreciate, 686-4705.
3 speed bike for sale.
Reasonable. Call after 5:30,
352-6093.
BSR Turntable. Model-510.
Shure
cartridge.
Many
extras. Plus cabinet &
pre-amp. $75. If interested,
call 372-2573 & leave note
for G. Shinn.
The Plant Lady: Big & little,
common & unusual plants.
Custom soil mixtures. Wood
a
macrame
hangers.
Special: Potted mums 4
indoor strawberry plants.
$1.25. 302 S. Summit.
Open 10 a.m. Tues.-Sat.
1971 BSA 650 cycle, stock.
6.600 mi. A-l. Must sell.
Will dkKer, 372-1446. New
tire, caldes, chain, valve job.
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Links women second
By Lauri Le»ch
Assistant Sports Editor
The
defending state
champion Bowling Green
golfers were dethroned by
Ohio
State's
women
linksters over the weekend
at the Ohio Association of
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Women's
(OAISW)
tournament at Ohio State.
The Buckeyes had a total
of 261 to capture the state
title. The Falcons, coached
by Dolores Black, finished

in the runner-up position,
four strokes behind Ohio
State at 265.
The
Universtiy
of
Cincinnati (UC) placed third
(267), while Dayton was
fourth. Muskingum College,
fifth and Capital University
sixth.
CHAMPIONSHIP
medalist for the tournament
was UC's Connie Frick with
an 82. BG's Karen Parshall
s.cored an 85 for third place
in the championship flight.

Other top Falcon scorers
were Peg Gibbons with an
89 and Jane St rath nun with

■91.

"It was a very close
tournament," Black said
"Patty Santor shot a 44 the
first round and first place
depended on what kind of
second round she'd have."
Santor ended up with a
93, as did teammate Carla
Schneider. Jill Bower shot a
97
to round out BG's
scoring.

The highlight of the
tournament
was
i
hole-in-one by OSU's Lynn
Darby as she drove the
177-yard 13th hole.
The Falcons travel to
Lansing this weekend for
the Spartanette Invitational
at
Michigan
Stale
University. Twelve teams
will participate in the
invitational
which host
Michigan State, Midwaat
women's golf champion*,
are favored to win.

Olson leads booters to win
Golfer Karen Parshall s ball is lost in a cloud of dust during recent competition at
University golf course. Parshall placed 3rd in championship flight at OSU last
weekend.

Drive

Golfers third at Toledo
By Dick Rees
Sports Editor
The Falcon golf squad
finished third in a six-team
field at the Glass City

Invitational hosted by the
University
of
Toledo
Monday.
The
18-hole
effort
concluded Bowling Green's
fall season. Kent State took

Women tie TU
By Mindy Milligan
Bowling Green's women's field hockey squad saw a
sure victory slip away in the closing minutes of play
against the University of Toledo (TU) Wednesday as
TU's Lynn Greenes scored a late goal to knot the
score at 1-1.
"Nobody likes a tie." said coach Carol Durcntim.
adding she nevertheless was pleased with the caliber
of play displayed by her team.
Center Phyllis Starrett was a bright spot for
Bowling Green as she scored BG's only goal. She
slapped the ball into the back of the age on an assist
from left inner Denise Nearhoof with five minutes to
go in the first half.
BOTH TEAMS showed a lack of aggression at
the beginning of the first half, the result being that
play was limited between the twenty-five yard lines.
- Later In the half BG "gal the shakes out of our
system," according to Durentini and began
penetrating TU's defensive line, getting 11 shots on
goal. The stickers were strong defensively as they held
Toledo to one shot on goal.
The tables were turned slightly in the second half
as Toledo made some substitutions and penetrated
i the Bowling Green line.
Bowling Green travels to Ashland today hoping to
notch its first season victory.

Thinks
to you
it works...

the team title with a 366
total while Eastern Michigan
was second with 376.
The Falcons' 381 total
edged Ohio State's "B"
team by one stroke, while
Toledo was fifth and
Wooster placed sixth.
BG coach John Piper said
he .was chsappointcd that
scheduled entrants Miami.
Eastern Kentucky. Illinois
State and Ashland failed.
SOPHOMORE
GARY
Treater paced the Falcons
with a 74 and freshman Jim
Ford, playing in his first
college tourney, was right
behind with j 75.
Steve Cruse and John
Miller followed with 77's
and 1 .'inio Anthony and
Pat Dugan rounded out the
scoring with a 78 and 83
respectively.
"We talked about it and I
felt we had to shoot 375 or
better to win." Piper said.
"Kent shot i phenomenal.
They had four guys better
than our best score.
"My guess is that if we
would have played to our
potential, we would have
shot in between 370 and
375. but we still would have
been second," Piper added.
Piper has selected six
golfers as definite entries for

EVERY
TUES.-WED.
SPECIAL

*
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RUDY'S HOT 00G

SMS
SUMMIT

9*9 S. MAIN
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SWEETEST DAY OCT. 19th
LONG STEM RED ROSES $500 DOZ.
SWEETHEART ROSES $2S0 DOZ.
CASH AND CAFtm
PRICES FOR BC ONLY - NOT OLT OK TOWN

OCT. 25th
HOMECOMING FOOTBALL MUMS
ORAXCE- BRONZE- YELLOW ■ WHITE
CASH A.\D CARRY SI-,;
CALL FOR LARGE GROLP PRICES

"It was the kind of performance that you dream about
but rarely ever experience, a once in a lifetime game."
That was how Bowling Green's Doug Olson described
Saturday's soccer match against host Towson State in
which the junior link scored all of his team's goals in a 4-1
victory.
Ironically, the Edina. Minn, native never had scored
previously in two years of collegiate soccer competition
Saturday's four-goal outburst tied Falcon records for most
goals and most points in one game.
The victory extended BG's winning streak to four games,
one short of equalling the record for most consecutive wins.
The Falcon squad now sports an unblemished 4-0-2 mark
this season.
In last weekend's game, Towson State took early
command and created constant pressure on the Falcon
defense. But Olson's first goal 11 minutes into the contest
on a pass from Marty Rolnick changed the game's
momentum.
"I REALLY don't know why we didn't play well early in
the game," explained head coach Mickey Cochrane.
"Maybe it was because of the long trip but Doug's goal
really sparked us."
The Falcons left for Baltimore Friday and arrived in
Towson following a 10-hour bus ride.
Olson then knocked in his second score of the game at
the 38-minute mark of the first half. He picked up a loose
ball during a scramble in front of the Tiger net and shot it
past Towson goalie Mike D'Adamo. Sophomore Ken
Hendershott assisted on the goal.
Bowling Green upped its leads to 3-0 midway through
the second half as Olson fired the ball into the upper left
corner of the Tiger net.
"After that third goal, we simply lan out of gas,"
Cochrane Mid. "The' game could have gone either way until
that third adore but we ran into a shortage of manpower.

*
*
*
*

minutes left in the game as John Pepitone scored Towson's
only goal.
But Olson capped an excellent performance as he
converted on a pass across the goal mouth from junior Dan
Otten with only 27 seconds left.
"Towson was a long ball team as they would kick the
ball in the air and run under it and try to control it," Olson
said.
"But we set up our game and beat them by really short
passing them to depth," he added.
'We played at times better than we've ever played this
year," Cochrane said. "'The desire not to let them come
from behind and beat us really carried us through."
"I hope that the experience of playing good ball will help
us," Cochrane continued. "Towson State is a good team at
they lead the Mason-Dixon Conference and I hope that the
trip will benefit our players."
,
FOR THE first time this season, the Falcons were
outshot by an opponent. Towson had 31 shots compared to
BG's 22.
Junior Tom Doriety, playing in his hometown, started
the game and made three saves while freshman Bob Alarcon
guarded the Falcon nets in the second half and stopped
nine shots.
Bowling Green will have little time to rest as they host
Cleveland State Saturday afternoon The Vikings are fresh
from an upset victory over national power Howard
University.

RADIO 93
THE STATION TO LISTEN TO
WAWR RADIO
93.5
117 E. COURT., BOWLING GREEN

"WE USED EVERY healthy body that we had with
everyone playing well and picking up whenever someone
else was down," he added.
The Tigers ruined Bowling Green's shutout with eight

****************************
*
*
*
*

•won ».

Old Fashion Priced
at Rudy's Today 11

Support the
Community Chest
and Rrd Croat

REVIEWING THE fall
season, Piper said the team
accomplished two goals but
failed in one aspect.
"On the plus side, it gave
some freshmen the chance
to experience colledge golf
tournament pressure and we
learned to hang in there as a
team," the Falcon mentor
said. "On the negative side,
scoring leadership has not
emerged yet. We need one
or two guys to shoot par or
close to it consistently and
we're still waiting to see
who that will be."

*
*

FOR ALL
OF US

Your llnltrd Way Plrdgr
Work, For All Ol II.

the team's spring trip. Five
more will begin play today
in a 54-hole qualifier for the
other two spots.
Treater. Miller, Cruse.
Ford and veterans Jim
Decker and Steve Mossing
are assured spots on the
spring trip.
Dugan. Anthony, Dave
Bastel, Kay Amcen and Bill
Hughes will fight for the
remaining
two
spots.
Freshman Jerry Keilch also
was scheduled to play in the
qualifici. but he has strained
ligaments in his arm and
cannot play for three weeks.

By Norm Baker
Staff Writer

Phi Kappa Tau
l\V Sis Rush

flies the plane.
The Naval Flight Officer
calls the shots.

Oct. 15, 19, and 20
7:00 to 8:30 p.m.
Everything you always wanted
to know about our Lil' Sis program...
*But were afraid to ask

* >f*« 'T* *T* Jf* *^> *T* *T* *r~ *r* *r~ ^r* ^r* ^f"- *f^ 5fC >fC 3f% 3fC 3yC 5fC 2f£ 5f£ JJC 2f* 2(t Jf» 3fi
Flying is one of the greatest challenges a man can face.
But getting a Navy jet or multi-engine prop into the air
and down again is only part of the job.
That's where the Naval Flight Officer comes in. He's
the man on the team who takes over when the plane is airborne and it's time to sec the mission through to its ultimate success.
As a Naval Flight Officer, you'll operate radar, navigation equipment, and the most advanced electronic systems
in the skv.
The tools you'll work with are some of the most sophisticated ever developed. And most of them are classified.
It's a demanding job. The qualifications are high. And
the training is lough. You've got to be a college man to
even be considered.
But if you're the kind of man who can take a challenge
like this in stride, you'll win more than just a Naval Flight
Officer's wings of gold.
You'll win a position of respect and responsibility in the
greatest Naval air force in the world.
For complete details, call us anytime, toll-free, at
800-841-8000. Just ask for the Naval Aviation desk
Or.stop in and see your local Navy recruiter.
Navy Officer Information Team
Interport Plaza HI
16101 Snow Road
Brook Park, Ohio 44142
Ph.(216)522-4830
Call collect

MYLES FLOWERS
DAIRY QUEEN BLDG.
134 E. WOOSTER
.»:>2-2002 333-2802

Navy

BG defense stymies Swick
Swick had 102 yards passing in the first half. He might
have gotten more in the second half but two costly
fourth-quarter turnovers halted Rocket drives.

By DickRees
Sports Editor

Thompson kept shouting.
"We the best," the Falcons' secondary leader repeatedly
shrieked in the boisterous Bowling Green locker room
Saturday after the Falcons stomped atch-rival Toledo,
34-17 before a crowd of 16,737 at Doyt L. Perry Field.
Thompson had ample reason to boast. He and the rest of
the Falcon defense held Toledo quarterback Gene Swick to
just 165 yards passing as BG gained revenge for last year's

WITH BG HOLDING a slim 21-17 lead in the final
period, Swick engineered a Rocket drive into Falcon
territory. But on a third down play, the senior quarterback
dropped the ball attempting to bootleg and BG defensive
tackle Alex Prosak alertly recovered it.
Dan Saleet then ripped off a 29-yard run on the next
play and two plays later he took a 22-yard pass from Mark
Miller to put the Falcons in Toledo territoryThen on a third and 13 situation, Miller passed
incomplete to Saleet over the middle. But a controversial

24-19 comeback win by Toledo.

interference call on a Rocket defender gave BG a first down

The message was clear the first time he hollered, but Art

SWICK ENTERED the game as the nation's leading
passer and total offense leader.
"We the best," Thompson kept screaming. "We stopped
the best quarterback in the nation."
Indeed they did. Swick completed 13 or 23 passes for
165 yards and had two intercepted by Falcon free safely
Sherrill Jackson.
Swick had been averaging 33 passes a game and only had
thrown four interceptions prim 10 Saturday's battle The
Rocket passing attack had been averaging 26l) yards each
game.
"We just tightened up a little in the second half,"
Thompson said in explaining BG's success. "We played
more man-to-man in the second half. We played a lot of
zone in the first lull ami Swick was hitting his receivers in
the seams."

The BG New

Johnson sustained a hip injury. Johnson, who was running
well, started the game in place of junior Dave Preston, who
did not dress for the contest.
With his two top tailbacks out, Falcon coach Don Nehlen
improvised. He moved Saleet from fullback to tailback and
inserted sophomore Jim Cause at fullback.
Another combination saw sophomore Andre Parker run
tailback with Saleet moving back to fullback.
Saleet, rapidly becoming one of the Mid-American
Conference's (MAC) premier running backs, piled up 152
yards in 27 carries in addition to his three touchdowns.
It marked the third game this season that the bullish
junior ran for more than 150 yards in a single contest.

seats.
But on Toledo's first play from scrimmage following the
kick off, Jackson stepped in front of flanker Jim Roney to
intercept his second pass of the day.
It took BG just three plays to score, with Saleet taking it
over from the five for his third touchdown of the day.
"I TOLD YOU we liked challenges," a jubilant Jackson
said after the game. "We did the job. Swick is tough,
perhaps the smartest quarterback we'll ever run into."
Jackson's first interception set up the Falcons' initial
tally with 3:08 left in the first stanza.
In the drive to that score, sophomore tailback Marcus

SPORTS
Page 10

Thinclads 10th at ND
The Falcon cioss country
squad's pack-running fell
apart Frida) as ir finished
10th in a 28-team field at
the
Notre
Dame
Invitational.
The harriers, who failed
to improve on last year's
fifth-place finish, scored
257 points and sported
finishes ranging from Dan
Dunton's 24lh place to Jim
Gosser's 76th place.
In addition, freshman
Kevin Ryan did not finish
the five-mile race because of
stomach cramps suffered
neat the three-mile maik,
according to Falcon coach
Mel II■ odI
"I'M NOT discouraged by
our performance," Brodt
said. "They did what I
asked of them and that was
to get up front early. They
just slowly fell back."

Ilnu't said his squad has
been plagued "by the
inconsistency which often
happens with I young
team,"
Of the seven runners who
represented the Falcons in
the invitational 01 collegiate
race,
there
were
two
freshmen. I wo sophomores,
two juniors and one senior.
Brodl said thai both
Dunton and Captain Tim
Zumbaugh still are being
slowed with injuries.
Dunton returned after a
week layoff with. a hip
injury
and
Zumbaugh's
appearance was only his
second of the season. The
Falcon
all-American
returned in the dual meet
with Ohio University two
weeks
ago
after
a
four-month bout wilh a
tool ailment.
DUNTON

RECORDED

IM notes
The all-campus cross country meet is set for 4:30 p.m.
tomorrow. Entries were due yesterday at the Intramural
office. 201 Memorial Hall

•*•

THE ALL-CAMPUS golf tournament is set for 10 a.m.
Saturday on the University Golf Course. Entries are due
Friday. The tournament will be 18 holes of medal play.
Entry forms are available at the IM office.

•*•

BG's best time in 24 54 and
Gary Desjardins finished

5lil in 25:03.
Tom McShcffcry (25:21.
70th place), Zumbaugh and
Gosser (25:26), completed
the Bowling Green scoring.
The
University
of
Michigan retained the team
championship by netting 58
points
and
defending
Mid-American
Conference
(MAC) champion Eastern

Michigan took second with
86.
Eastern's
Dave
Smith
captured
the
individual
collegiate championship in
23:36.7 and tea mate Nick
Ellis finished among top 20
runners. Transfer Bob Lunn.
who will become eligible
during the indoor season,
earned 12th place in 24:54.
Meanwhile, sophomore Dan
Cartledge was 15th in 24:59
and freshman Brent Beams
took 20th in 25:22.

■ amgM.ajJ.amM
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Do you need a friend?
I nttd a home.

• I'm an Old English Sheepdog puppy. 4 mos. ♦
»old and growing fast. I have bro s and sis s
•$
, who need homes too. Our master is willing
to tell us reasonably so we 7/ have warm homes
for the cold winter. Please make us a
'reasonable offer and take me home.

ADMISSION $1.25 WITH STUDENT ID.

$|
I

A TERRIFIC ENTERTAINMENT

£ |

BARGAIN! ALL SEATS $1.00

ty*

-2 GREAT HITSEVENINGS AT 7:15

A ciassy. bnssy.sassy Musical humting*.

Defense shines
in ruggers' wins
The Bowling Green rugby
club came up with an
outstanding defensive effort
Saturday to upset heavily
favored Notre Dame in a
triple match at Poc Ditch
field.
The Falcons, unbeaten in
seven contests this ycat.
picked up 11-7 and 4-0 wins
in addition to a 4-4 tie in
between.
In the opening 11-7 win,
BG got points from Tom
Ka/maicr on a field goal, a
50-yard
run
by
Rick
Griswald and a late tally by
Randy Lawson to secure the
triumph.

-awn—I NX)-TV

STREI SAND & CAA

Starting Rate
$125

Gem Ijou Qd!

FILMS OF OUR TIME!
EVENINGS AT 7:15

BEING THE ADVENTURES OF A
YOUNG MAN WHOSE
PRINCIPAL INTERESTS ARE
AND BEETHOVEN.
BEST HIM
OFIHE YEAR
BEST DIRECTOR
OF IHE YEAR

The final contest saw the
Falcons' Dave Glick dash 85
yards for the only tally of
the game, which was marred
by flaring tensions and
flying fists.
The Falcons, 5-0-2, will
host Miami Valley and
Youngstown at
I p.m.
Saturday at Poe Ditch field.

CO-HIT AT 9:35

H'sn>o^thananKrvie.H'sacel«bnation.

RADIO 93 1
REQUEST LINE
CALL 352-8412

CO-HIT AT 9:45
WhAtdldhappanon.^ It -j .thaCahuia,

Hlv.r?

anLfniffit
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Deliverance
* JOHN BOOWM4N FILM

Slarrrng JON VOiGMt BOB! REYNOLDS PANAvlSION* OflB
TECHNiCOlOC*- From Aa"*. B-oi A »i*,"f CoT-fi.Ticaicos Co^wn,

CINEMA II

NOW
3rd WEEK
EVE. AT 7:15 -9:45

Opan Tint tnru Sat. 7:30-K
Sundayf 7:30-7:00
412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY
A MOVIE

Thursday Night
Special

Vi
Price
5:00-9:00 p.m.

THE TWO MOST CONTROVERSIAL

The
second
contest
proved to be a tough
defensive battle for both
clubs. In the 44 tic, BG
scored on a recovered
fumble by Eric Ronemus in
the ND end zone.

12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES It WAFFLES

FALCON
PIZZA

NOW
PL A YING

RAPE, ULTRA-VIOLENCE,

Ch.r BrollM SI..Hi and
Cnopi
Full Court* Family
DMlMf

ABORTION

CINEMA I

NOW PLAYING

- FEATURING -

Call Collect ,
1-216-631-1557
24 HOUR SERVICE

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT
IN STADIUM CINEMA I ONLY

Save that of News

Call 2881165 tftsr 4 p.m.

CLOSE TO YOUR AREA
FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNIQUES

With Dave Preston bothered by injuries, Dan Saleet (45) has taken over the Falcon
running burden this season. The junior, who ran at both fullback and tailback
against Toledo, is the Mid-American Conference's leading rusher with 625 yards in
102 carries in five games. (Newsphoto by Mike Passarello)

M«—W««*MM»—SM1M

Entries now are available for fraternity hockey, which
begins Oct. 26. Entries are due Tuesday.

1-24 week pregnancy
terminated by
Licensed Gynecologist

It was that depth and overall exceptional play from the
defense that helped the Falcons with their fifth straight
game without a loss.
The five straight victories gives BG its best start since
1964. The Falcons are now 2-0 in MAC play and will meet
league foe Kent in the second game of Saturday's
doubleheader.

on the 22.
Four plays later Saleet hit paydirt to give BG a 27-17
lead. Still, there was 7:45 left, and fans who remembered
what Swick did against the Falcons last year stayed in their
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By Bill Estep
Assistant Sports Editor

CAUSE AND PARKER were both impressive, and
despite Preston's doubtful status for this weekend's MAC
Festival of Football doubleheader in Cleveland Stadium,
the Falcons appear to have solid depth in the offensive
backfield.

EVERYONE IS
ISGOING
"wmd mru

TO SEE...
BpJJWwwMBtawMK

